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I actually received two Tyvek wraps which are thin pieces of plastic which can be
used to wrap around cameras for hard carrying cases. The first one I tried to rip
open and it came apart in my hands and I was reminded of the Heathkit generators
and radios I worked on in school as a teen. The second one made it home with me
and it's a bit thicker. However I ended up buying the only other small wrap I could
find from a different vendor who made a video about carrying a camera in a Tyvek s
hell.https://www.thetechjournal.com/incredible-hollywood-camera-work-shot-design
er-crack-zip-on-ebay/https://www.thetechjournal.com/incredible-hollywood-camera-
work-shot-designer-crack-zip-on-ebay/Fri, 07 Oct 2020 02:38:26 GMTFlat Top
Vignette Design Camera Work Shot Designer Crack Zip, On EbayFlat Top Vignette
Design Camera Work Shot Designer Crack Zip, On Ebay It says on the adhesive to
keep it flat on the camera. You know how we could never find anyone to use a
camera repair shop with it working so we just took out the cassette tape and used a
wooden stick and a piece of adhesive. Been using it for a couple of years as a
camera. I dont know if this is the thread for this or not, but if it is, I just got one of
these adapters today that is supposed to work for all cameras. It was selling at the
local camera store for $50. I will give it a shot and post a video of it. YMMV. Good
luck, maybe you can get a more detailed answer in here somewhere. Yesterday, I
lost the sale of a camera to another that isnt yet ready to be sold. I told the shop
owner I would send the unit back and give his business a write up and then send
the seller the write up. However, I couldnt come up with a reason why to send back
the unit.
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